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BUDGETING

I don’t really like numbers. I can’t do math. I’m not a numbers analyst. And I simply don’t care. 
I’m good at other stuff. When they changed how to do math 20 some years ago, both of my kids
flunked their homework when I helped them. I now call them when I have a formula that needs 
an answer. Like...if two trains leave the station at the same time, going in different directions on 
a round track that is 30k meters around going 4 mph uphill, at what point on the track will they 
collide? One...who cares? Two...I don’t care. It also doesn’t help that I’m dyslexic! However it 
helped not knowing that until in my 20s after I had already become a bookkeeper as my first job 
in high school. I went on to get an associates degree in accounting...well...almost. I’m two 
classes shy of an accounting degree. Why didn’t I finish? Because...I truly don’t care. It’s one 
thing to have a natural ability at something and another one altogether to struggle. But I did 
learn a lot, have started companies from scratch in Quickbooks for other people, have 
maintained my knowledge to start my own and had the good sense to hire a CPA to be the 
VictoryLife House Treasurer so I don’t have to do that wretched work any longer. Oh, what a 
joyous day THAT was!

So why am I offering a class in wretched, boring, data centric, number based, finance related 
money oriented...budgeting?

Because it’s important for women to be involved with the daily finances of running a home and 
be able to “see” the “security” and help plan for the future and actually know how to handle their 
finances coming and going and not have to rely on a man for this. It’s very healthy actually to be
involved in your finanical health! Let’s say even if your man is super great at it, and life is good, 
and you’re Mrs. Got Rocks, what happens when he dies or dumps you for his secretary? Sure, 
you might get a pension, an alimony settlement, life insurance, etc. GREAT! But do you know 
how to manage it so you can live the rest of your life on it? Is your plan to remarry so you won’t 
have to worry about it? Or will you need to either get back to work or stay working longer now? 
What’s your plan? Well, if you don’t have one, let’s make one during this course!

So, go get a pad of paper and pen and prepare to...think.

T: Track your expenses.

H:Harness your emotions

I: Itemize

N: AckNowledge your needs and wants

K: Know the bottom line always
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Money is NOT a bad thing. My goodness, how would the world keep turning if money did not 
exist? Maybe we would have a barter system, which I am all for, but until that happens, we need
to know how to budget what money we have coming in...and going out.

On your piece of paper, I want you to write down every dime you’ve spent today. Now write 
down everything you spent for the last week. Go ahead. I can wait.

Just so you know, I can’t remember what I had for breakfast yesterday, so I can’t even do this 
exercise! All of my bills except rent are paid online so I don’t see the bills or the payment. I get 
notifications like, “Your car payment is due in five days”, and I’m like ok...delete. Next. Why? 
Because...I don’t care! Lol. It’s being taken care of. I always know how much I have in the bank 
because I can still do simple math.

But if I won a lottery of a million bucks tomorrow, I’d be clueless what to do with it! (My kids will 
totally help me in this area as well I’m sure!)

Some say to use the 50/30/20 plan. 50% going toward your needs 
(food/shelter/water/gas/electric/car/insurance and oh my gosh all the other expenses we will find
out about). 30% to go towards your WANTS! YAESSSSS! And 20% to go toward debt and 
savings. But before you can even allot a percentage, you have to know how much you’re 
working with. Right? It’s all really very logical.

A budget is not a one time dealio. You have to maintain it to not get off track. Which means you 
have to have a goal...like...I want to get out of debt...or I want to save for something really cool.

The income side is easy. This is the sunnier side of life. You take whatever the paycheck says 
you get to deposit, and write that down. Whatever auto deposit deposit was made from income 
is your income. Now figure out for in a one month period how much you earn by adding up all of 
your deposits. That’s it. That’s what you earn in a month. You can times that by 12 to get an 
idea of how much you actually bring home in a year. It’s probably less than you think.

Now the rainy forecast. Expenses. I’ve attached some handouts to make it easier for you, but 
the basis is whatever amount of money you spend on anything is an expense. In a perfect 
world, it should be a lower amount than what you earn. Expenses fall  into two general 
categories: fixed and variable. Car payment: fixed. Groceries: variable.

You might call this your operating expense ratio (how much it costs you to live vs what you 
earn).

Another icky part is debt. BOOOOO HISSSSSS. Debt is what is left owed on an amount you’ve 
borrowed in order for a prize at the payoff...which...often the payoff is the prize!
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A loan provider would look at all of these numbers to determine your “debt to income ratio”. 
They want to know your monthly budget, how you manage your money, if you are high risk to 
them (higher interest rate to you) or low risk (lower interest rate to you). Wouldn’t it be nice to 
have your budget readily available to hand to them when they ask you these questions instead 
of having to look at them blankly? Blink....slowly blink...

Once you’ve got all these numbers hammered out, you’ve got your budget basics figured out! 
Congratulations! You’ve done the hard part! Ok, so now what?

Pay yourself. What? Yes. Pay yourself. However, there is a method to the madness so don’t get
cheeky! THIS is actually the fun part! Now you get to write down all of your dreams! Go ahead! 
Get out a new piece of paper and just start writing everything that is important to you, what you 
would like to do this year, in the next five years, life dream vacation around the world in 80 days 
or move to the beach or buy a farm and raise hamsters! It’s your dream - own it! After you finish 
that in about an hour, go back through it and put a #1 next to the one that is the most important 
to you. It’s probably closer to the top of your list (and I don’t care if you’ve put what you think is 
extravagant on your list or not - this is your life - your budget - your dreams and together we are 
going to hit as many as we can!) and do the same thing for your top 10.

Once you’ve done that, make a slot for: emergency fund (how long can you live without income 
basically which, once you know your monthly expenses, you will know exactly how much you 
need to have in reserve for six months - and six months is a good emergency fund goal)

Make a slot for putting some money towards paying off debt: we will talk about debt later. 

Make a slot for some huge expense you see coming over the hill (A/C making a funny noise? 
Car making a funny noise? Knee’s making a funny noise?) 

Make a slot for any life insurance, long-term care plan. If you haven’t considered this, I know 
folks I will personally recommend to help you figure that all out. You may not even need any of 
that which would be nice. 

NOW, after all of that, anything left over is considered discretionary play money. When I used to
dance pre-covid, I considered going out an expense that was necessary for my mental health so
it wasn’t discretionary! Anything left over or made from yard sales went into an envelope in my 
underwear drawer. Hello savings plan. (Simple math)

You can do whatever your little heart desires with your discretionary play money. You can give it
away (you get a potential tax write-off if you give it to a charity), you can make cool origami 
ornaments with it and give those dollars away at Christmas, you can even take a friend to lunch!
But we are not quite done. We have to actually write down your debt.
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I know. Ugly word that debt. So, this is not an expense as expenses go for like monthly payment
expenses. These numbers are large lump sum numbers of the total amount owed on 
something. Total debt. So your monthly car payment (expense) is $140, but you owe the bank 
(debt) $5,000. That means you are in debt to the bank $5,000 etc.

If you are a visual learner, you could look at income, expenses and debt as three different 
buckets.
The green bucket has all of your income in it.
The orange bucket has all of your expenses in it.
The red bucket has all of your debt in it.

The more you have in the green bucket, the more you can move from the green bucket to the 
orange bucket in order to reduce the amount in the red bucket. If one of your goals was to 
eliminate “debt” (red bucket) this is how you would handle the orange and green buckets.

Now let’s talk about interest and how that impacts the red bucket first and the other buckets by 
default in a negative way. Because (if you remember from earlier) I don’t do math, here is a 
calculator to help us figure out how credit card (revolving) interest works against you.

https://www.consumercredit.com/financial-education/financial-calculators/credit-card-interest-
calculator

Once you actually understand that you end up paying a thousand times more (ok – that might 
be a tad bit of an exaggeration but you get my point) for that paperclip than you would have had 
you just waited until you could pay for it in total, you are on your way to understanding debt 
reduction! So, one goal may be to get rid of the red bucket completely! Now, someone might tell
you some debt is good. I haven’t figured this one out yet. What is good about being indebted to 
someone or something? I certainly don’t like it! But for me, if I wanted to buy a  house, because 
I have no debt, I don’t look “credit worthy” in order to actually be able to pay off a loan because 
they can’t tell I pay on time even though I have a car payment and pay rent and utilities - 
everyone wants you to have credit card debt. It seems completely reckless to me. Personally, 
I’d rather save the money I would have paid on interest and put that bulk money to a dream goal
or pay off other debt with it. To each his own!

There’s nothing crazy hard about creating a budget. The hard part is keeping it updated and not 
going off course unless you “budget” to go off course! If you need help with a 401k or credit 
counseling or mortgage lending, I know people I can refer. Just say the word!

Proverbs 22:7 The rich rule over the poor, and the borrower is slave to the lender.
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